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Instruction Cache Locking Using
Temporal Reuse Profile
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Abstract—The performance of most embedded systems is critically dependent on the average memory access latency. Improving
the cache hit rate can have significant positive impact on the performance of an application. Modern embedded processors often
feature cache locking mechanisms that allow memory blocks to
be locked in the cache under software control. Cache locking was
primarily designed to offer timing predictability for hard realtime applications. Hence, prior techniques focus on employing
cache locking to improve the worst-case execution time. However,
cache locking can be quite effective in improving the averagecase execution time of general embedded applications as well. In
this paper, we explore static instruction cache locking to improve
the average-case program performance. We introduce temporal
reuse profile (TRP) to accurately and efficiently model the cost
and benefit of locking memory blocks in the cache. We consider
two locking mechanisms, line locking and way locking. For each
locking mechanism, we propose a branch-and-bound algorithm
and a heuristic approach that use the TRP to determine the most
beneficial memory blocks to be locked in the cache. Experimental
results show that the heuristic approach achieves close to the
results of branch-and-bound algorithm and can improve the performance by 12% on average for 4 KB cache across a suite of
real-world benchmarks. Moreover, our heuristic provides significant improvement compared to the state-of-the-art locking
algorithm both in terms of performance and efficiency.
Index Terms—Cache, cache locking, performance, temporal
reuse profile (TRP).

I. I NTRODUCTION
ACHES have been employed by almost all embedded systems to mitigate the speed disparity between
fast processors and slow memories. Caches can effectively
reduce the number of accesses to main memory, which
require more power consumption and longer delay per access.
Hence, efficient use of caches is of paramount importance for
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embedded systems in terms of both performance and energy
consumption. In this paper, we focus on instruction cache.
Instruction cache is one of the foremost power consuming
and performance determining microarchitectural features of
modern embedded systems as instructions are fetched almost
every clock cycle. For example, instruction cache consumes
about 22% of the power in the Intel processor [1] and 27% of
the power in the ARM processor [2]. In this paper, we focus
on improving the average-case performance of embedded
applications through instruction cache locking.
Most modern embedded processors (e.g., ARM Cortex
series processors) feature with cache locking mechanisms
whereby one or more cache blocks can be locked under software control using special lock instructions. Once a memory
block is locked in the cache, it cannot be evicted from the
cache under the replacement policy. Thus, all the subsequent
accesses to the locked memory blocks will be cache hits. Only
when the cache line is unlocked, the corresponding memory
block can be replaced. Cache locking was initially designed
to improve the timing predictability of hard real-time systems.
As the cache content is known statically, the memory access
time of each reference can be determined accurately leading
to tighter worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis. Hence,
most cache locking algorithms proposed in the literature target
to improve the WCET of the application.
In this paper, we explore instruction cache locking to
improve the average-case performance of general embedded
applications. This can be achieved by systematically eliminating the cache conflict misses through cache locking. For example, consider two memory blocks m0 and m1 that are mapped
to the same cache set and the sequence of memory block
accesses is (m0 m1 )10 . Given a direct mapped cache, all the
memory accesses will be cache misses (20 misses) as m0 and
m1 replace each other from the cache alternatively. However,
if either m0 or m1 is locked in the cache, then the total number of cache misses can be reduced to 10. Note that locking
a memory block can negatively impact the performance of
the remaining memory blocks mapped to the same set as the
effective cache capacity gets reduced. Therefore, aggressive
full locking does not always ensure good performance.
In this paper, we first introduce temporal reuse profile (TRP)
to accurately capture the data reuses. TRP is significantly more
compact compared to memory traces. Then, we develop cache
locking modeling techniques that can accurately compute the
cost and benefit of locking each memory block. We consider
two locking mechanisms, line locking and way locking. For
each locking mechanism, we propose locking algorithms that
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judiciously select the beneficial memory blocks for locking.
Specifically, we propose a branch-and-bound algorithm and
an efficient heuristic approach.
Anand and Barua [3] have presented an instruction cache
locking heuristic with the same objective. Their experiments
confirm that locking is beneficial in improving the averagecase performance. However, there are two major drawbacks
in their work. First, they propose an iterative approach where
detailed cache simulation is employed in every iteration to
evaluate the cost/benefit of locking the memory blocks. Hence,
the algorithm is quite inefficient specially for large applications. Moreover, they employ some approximations in the
cost/benefit analysis to reduce the simulation cost leading to
poor locking decisions. We show that our locking improves the
prior work [3] in terms of both performance and efficiency.
We also compare cache locking with a complimentary
technique called procedure placement [4]. The procedure
placement techniques improve instruction cache performance
through procedure reordering such that the conflict misses in
the cache can be reduced. We show that procedure placement followed by cache locking can be an effective strategy
in enhancing the instruction cache performance significantly.
This paper makes the following contributions to the
state-of-the-art of cache optimizations for embedded system.
1) Cache locking modeling techniques based on TRP that
accurately capture the cost and benefit of cache locking.
2) Cache locking algorithms that balance the cost and
benefit of locking and judiciously select the beneficial
memory blocks for locking.
3) Combined cache locking and procedure placement technique for cache performance improvement.
We demonstrate the advantages of our locking techniques using benchmarks from MiBench and MediaBench
suites. Experiments indicate that for 4 KB cache our technique improves the performance and power consumption
by 12% and 13% on average, respectively.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Prior optimization techniques using cache locking mainly
aim to improve the WCET for hard real-time systems.
However, as we will demonstrate in this paper, cache locking
can be quite effective in improving the average-case execution time for general embedded applications. In the following,
we will summarize the techniques of using cache locking
for improving the timing predictability of hard real-time systems and the average-case performance of general embedded
systems, and other related cache optimization techniques.
A. Locking for Hard Real-Time Systems
In hard real-time systems, WCET is an important input to
the schedulability analysis of multitasking real-time systems.
Complex architecture features such as caches, are problematic for WCET estimation due to their timing unpredictability.
Static analysis techniques have been widely used to bound the
WCET [5]–[7] for hard real-time systems.
Cache locking improves the timing predictability as the contents of cache are statically known under locking. There exist

two locking mechanisms, static cache locking [8]–[11] and
dynamic cache locking [12]. However, all of the above techniques lock the entire cache. Recently, Ding et al. [13], [14]
demonstrated that by partially locking the cache, WCET
can be improved significantly. In the context of multitasking
real-time systems, cache locking has been used to improve
the processor utilization and tasks schedulability [15]–[18].
Data cache locking algorithms for WCET minimization are
presented in [19]. Their techniques formulate cache miss equations to model the data reuses. Cache replacement policy is
an important cache design parameter. Reineke et al. [20] analyzed and compared the timing predictability of different cache
replacement policies.
B. Locking for General Embedded Systems
Cache locking can be effective for improving the averagecase performance for general embedded applications too.
Data cache locking mechanism based on the length of the
reference window for each data access instruction is proposed
in [21]. However, they do not model the cost/benefit of locking and there is no guarantee of performance improvement.
Anand and Barua [3] proposed an instruction cache locking algorithm for improving the average-case performance.
However, there are mainly two disadvantages of their technique. First, Anand and Barau’s approach relies on trace-driven
simulation to evaluate the cost and benefit of cache locking.
However, trace-driven simulation could be very slow, typically longer than the execution time of the program [22]. More
importantly, in Anand and Barau’s method, two detailed trace
simulations are employed in each iteration where one iteration
locks one memory block in the cache. Such extensive usage
of simulation is not feasible for large applications. Second, in
their method, cache locking benefit is approximated by locking
dummy blocks to keep the number of simulations reasonable.
Thus, the cost and benefit of cache locking are not precisely
calculated in [3].
Liu et al. [23] used instruction cache locking for the same
purpose. In their method, they represent the program using
the probability execution flow tree and formulate optimization
problems based on it. However, they do not consider the cache
mapping function in their locking algorithm. They assume that
any memory block can be locked in any cache set [as if the
cache is a scratchpad memory (SPM)]. After the locking decisions are made, they have to use code placement techniques
at instruction or basic block level to force the locked memory
blocks to be mapped to the appropriate cache sets. However,
this can lead to serious code size blowup, which has not been
addressed.
In this paper, we introduce TRP to model cache behavior.
Previously, reuse distance has been proposed for the same
purpose [24], [25]. Reuse distance is defined as the number
of distinct data accesses between two consecutive references
to the same address and it accurately models the cache behavior of a fully associative cache. However, to precisely model
the effect of cache locking, we need the content instead of
the number (size) of the distinct data accesses between two
consecutive references. Our TRP records both reuse content
and their frequencies.
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C. Other Cache and SPM Optimization Techniques
Caches play an important role for both average- and worstcase performance. The state-of-the-art average-case cache
optimization techniques focus on design space exploration
of cache parameters [26]–[28], code layout reorganization [4],
cache reconfiguration [29], and cache partitioning [30]. In this
paper, we focus on cache locking. Cache locking is complementary to the existing cache optimization techniques. For
example, cache locking can work together with cache partitioning for multicores with shared cache [31]. In this paper, we
focus on application specific embedded system, we will combine our cache locking with one of the state-of-the-art code
layout reorganization technique [4] to further improve cache
performance.
SPMs have been used as an alternative to caches for
embedded systems [32], [33]. Both cache locking and SPM
allocation try to improve the performance by carefully selecting memory blocks for either locking in the cache or allocation
in the SPM. For SPM, the optimal data allocation always uses
the SPM fully. However, for locking, partial cache locking
is more appealing than full locking as shown [13]. In partial
locking, locking a cache line with a single memory block will
be compared with keeping it unlocked so that more than one
memory block can benefit from it. If the latter wins, the cache
line will not be locked. Our cache locking techniques partially
lock the cache based on careful cost and benefit analysis.
III. C ACHE L OCKING P ROBLEM
In this section, we define the cache locking problem.
In static cache locking, once a memory block is locked in a
cache line, it can not be evicted from the cache. The instructions are locked in the cache at the beginning of program
execution and remain locked throughout the program execution. Note that the mapping of instructions to the cache sets
depend on the code memory layout. Inserting additional code
for cache locking may tamper this layout. To avoid this problem, we use the trampolines [34] approach. The extra code to
fetch and lock the memory blocks in the cache are inserted
at the end of the program as a trampoline. We leave some
dummy null operation instructions at the entry point of the
program that get replaced by a call to this trampoline after
locking decisions are made. For static cache locking, the cost
of executing the trampoline is very small as it is only executed
once before the program starts.
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A memory block m can be mapped to only one cache set given
by (m modulo K).
For direct mapped caches, there is only one cache block per
cache set. Locking it with a memory block means cache misses
for all the remaining memory blocks mapped to the same cache
set. For set associative caches, the remaining unlocked cache
lines per cache set serve as a set associative cache with reduced
associativity. For set-associative or fully-associative caches,
the replacement policy (e.g., least recently used (LRU), first
in first out (FIFO), etc.) defines the block to be evicted when
a cache set is full. In this paper, we model the cache based
on the LRU replacement policy where the block replaced is
the one that has been unused for the longest time. But as we
will demonstrate in the experiment section, our technique is
effective for other replacement policies, too (e.g., FIFO).
Two locking mechanisms are commonly used in modern
embedded processors—way locking and line locking. In way
locking, particular ways of a set associative cache are selected
for locking and these ways are locked for all the cache sets.
Way-locking is employed by ARM processor series. Compared
to way locking, line locking is a finer grained locking mechanism. In line locking, different number of cache lines can
be locked for different cache sets. Line locking is employed
by Intel’s Xcale, ARM9 family, and Blackfin 5xx family
processors. We consider both line locking and way locking
mechanisms in this paper.
Cache misses can be broadly categorized into cold
(compulsory) misses, capacity misses, and conflicts misses.
Cold misses are caused by the first reference to a memory
block. Cache locking eliminates the cold miss, but at the
same time introduces additional overhead to fetch and lock
the memory block at the beginning of program execution
(through the trampoline). Capacity misses are incurred due to
the limited cache size and cannot be mitigated through locking. Indeed, locking a memory block in the cache reduces the
cache capacity available to the remaining memory blocks and
may negatively impact the cache hit rate. So, cache locking
primarily targets to eliminate conflict misses while minimizing
the negative impact on the unlocked memory blocks.
B. Cache Locking Problem
The goal of our cache locking is to determine the set of
memory blocks to be locked such that the conflict cache misses
are reduced and the program execution latency is improved.

A. Cache Terminology
A cache memory is defined in terms of four major parameters: block or line size L, number of sets K, associativity A
(also known as cache way), and replacement policy. The block
or line size determines the unit of transfer between the main
memory and cache. A cache is divided into K sets. Each cache
set, in turn, is divided into A cache blocks, where A is the associativity of the cache. For a direct-mapped cache A = 1, for a
set-associative cache A > 1, and for a fully associative cache
K = 1. In other words, a direct-mapped cache has only one
cache block per set, whereas a fully-associative cache has only
one cache set. Now the cache size is defined as (K × A × L).

IV. C ACHE L OCKING M ODELING
In this section, we describe our cache locking modeling
techniques. We rely on TRP to compute the cost and benefit of
cache locking. TRP captures the temporal conflicts of memory
accesses. Thus, using TRP, we can accurately determine the
cache hits and misses. More importantly, TRP is more compact
compared to memory trace and thus enables efficient cache
locking algorithms. In the following, we formally define TRP
and other related terms.
Let T be the memory trace (sequence of memory block
references) generated by executing a program on the target
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architecture. We use Mi to denote the set of all the memory blocks that are mapped to ith cache set Ci . Also given
a memory block m, it is only mapped to a single cache set
(m modulo K). Thus, for any two cache sets Ci , Cj , we have
Mi ∩ Mj = ∅. Therefore, the trace T can be partitioned into
K traces T1 , . . . , TK —one corresponding to each cache set.
The trace Ti corresponding to cache set Ci only contains the
memory blocks Mi from the original trace T . Finally, given a
memory block m ∈ Mi , let us define the jth reference of m in
the trace Ti as m[ j].
A memory block m benefits from cache locking as all its
references will be cache hits. It is straightforward to quantize
this benefit of cache locking. Let accessm be the total number
of accesses to memory block m. Then by locking m, we will
get accessm cache hits. That is

Fig. 1. TRP from a sequence of memory access for a 2-way set associative
cache. Memory blocks m0 , m1 , and m2 are mapped to the same cache set.
Cache hits and misses are highlighted.

hitm = accessm if m is locked.
However, locking memory block m ∈ Mi in the cache set
Ci may have negative impact on the other memory blocks
Mi \{m}. Therefore, in order to accurately compute the overall
gain, we have to characterize this negative impact.
Theorem 1: Given two memory blocks m, m ∈ Mi , if m[ j]
is a cache miss before locking m , then m[ j] will remain a
cache miss after locking m in cache set Ci .
Proof: The proof follows directly from the inclusion property for LRU replacement policy. The inclusion property states
that after any series of references, a smaller store always contains a subset of the blocks in the larger store. After locking m ,
the number of available cache blocks in the cache set Ci
reduces by one. Clearly, if m[ j] ( jth reference of m in the
trace) was a cache miss (i.e., not present in the cache set)
originally with more cache blocks, it will be a cache miss
with one less cache block.
Definition 1 [Temporal Conflict Set (TCS)]: Given a memory reference m[ j] ( j > 1) in the trace where m ∈ Mi , its
TCSm[ j] is defined as the set of unique memory blocks referenced between m[ j − 1] and m[ j] in Ti . If there is no such
reference, then TCSm[ j] = ∅.
For example, in Fig. 1, the TCS of memory block m2 is {m1 }
for its second reference and {m0 } for its third reference. For a
memory block reference, we determine its cache behavior (hit
or miss) based on its TCS.
Theorem 2: If |TCSm[ j] | ≥ A for memory block m ∈ Mi ,
then the reference m[ j] will be a cache miss.
Proof: The proof follows directly from the definition of
LRU replacement policy. As we bring in A or more unique
memory blocks into the cache set, memory block m will be
replaced from the cache and will incur a cache miss for its
next reference.
Moreover, following Theorems 1 and 2, if |TCSm[ j] | ≥ A,
then m[ j] is guaranteed to be a cache miss irrespective of
locking other memory blocks in the cache. Therefore, we can
eliminate TCSm[ j] from further consideration as far as cache
locking decisions are concerned. Nevertheless, m[ j] will be a
cache hit if m is locked. Hence, for each memory block m,
we eliminate its TCSm[ j] if |TCSm[ j] | ≥ A, but keep its total
number of access, accessm . This will guarantee that we can
accurately compute the total number of cache hits and misses

of the program. For example, in Fig. 1, for memory blocks m0 ,
m1 , and m2 , their number of memory accesses are recorded;
the second reference to memory block m1 is a cache miss and
its TCS ({m0 , m2 }) can be removed.
Let Locki be the set of memory blocks locked in the cache
set Ci . Clearly, |Locki | ≤ A.
Theorem 3: If |TCSm[ j] | < A for m ∈ Mi \Locki , then m[ j]
will be a cache miss only when |Locki ∪ TCSm[ j] | ≥ A.
Proof: As |TCSm[ j] | < A, the reference m[ j] is a cache hit
before locking. Now as we lock memory blocks into the cache
set Ci , the space available to accommodate the unlocked memory blocks will reduce. m[ j] will be a cache miss when the
number of conflicting blocks and the locked memory blocks
together exceeds the associativity of the cache. That is, m[ j]
will be a cache miss when |Locki ∪ TCSm[ j] | ≥ A.
For example, in Fig. 1, the second reference of memory
block m2 will be a cache miss if m0 is locked, because
|{m0 , m1 }| ≥ 2. However, it will remain as a cache hit if m1
is locked.
Let Rm = {TCSm[ j] : j > 1, |TCSm[ j] | < A}, i.e., Rm is the
set of TCS for the references of m that result in cache hits in
the original cache.
Definition 2 (Temporal Reuse Profile): The TRPm of a
memory block m is defined as a set of 2-tuples { s, f (s) }
where s ∈ Rm and f (s) denotes the frequency of the TCS s in
the trace.
Fig. 1 shows an example of TRP given a memory trace.
There are three memory blocks in the trace and the number
of accesses for each of them is collected. These three memory
blocks have different TCSs and thus different TRPs.
Given the TRP for a program execution and the locked
memory blocks per cache set Locki : i = 1 . . . K, we can
now accurately compute the number of cache hits/misses for
the entire program. For a memory block m ∈ Mi , is computed
as follows:

/ Locki
∀ s,f (s) ∈TRPm f (s) if m ∈
|s∪Locki |<A
(1)
{hitm |Locki } =
accessm
otherwise.
In other words, if m is locked, then obviously all its accesses
are cache hits; otherwise, we walk through all the possible
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TCS scenarios in the TRP and determine cache hit or miss
based on Theorem 3.
Then, the total number of cache hits for the cache set Ci is



{hitm |Locki }
(2)
hitTi |Locki =

Algorithm 1: Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for Line
Locking

7

foreach set Ci in the cache do
accessi = |Ti | ;
opt_sol := ∅; ;
h := {hitTi |∅} ;
min_lat := h × hit_lat + (accessi − h) × miss_lat ;
sort Mi based on the number of accesses.;
search(Mi , ∅);

8

Function(search(M, Lock))

1
2
3
4

m∈Mi

5
6

and the total number of cache hits for the entire program
hitT =

K




hitTi |Locki .

(3)

i=1

9
10
11

V. C ACHE L OCKING A LGORITHM
Our cache locking algorithm consists of two phases:
1) profiling and 2) locking.
1) Profiling Phase: The profiling phase creates the TRP for
each memory block in the program. This profiling can
be achieved either by simulating the application or by
executing the application on the target platform with a
representative set of inputs. The simulation or execution
creates the address trace. The TRP is built by a single
pass through the address trace.
2) Locking Phase: The locking phase determines the set of
memory blocks to be locked such that the program execution latency is minimized. Note that locking the entire
cache, which is similar to the SPM allocation problem, does not ensure optimal performance. It is because
locking a memory block may have negative impact on
other unlocked memory blocks as the effective cache
capacity is reduced. Our cache locking algorithms partially lock the cache based on cost-benefit analysis. More
importantly, partial cache locking problem is more challenging as it requires careful cost-benefit analysis to
decide between locking a cache line with a single memory block versus keeping it unlocked so that more than
one memory blocks can benefit from it [13].
In the following, for each of the locking mechanism
(line locking and way locking), we propose two algorithms to select the memory blocks to be locked. One is a
branch-and-bound algorithm and the other one is a heuristic
algorithm. In line locking, each cache set can be modeled independently. Thus, it is possible that different cache sets have
different number of cache lines locked. In way locking, all the
cache sets have to be considered together as the cache ways
are locked for all the cache sets.
A. Line Locking
For line locking mechanism, both branch-and-bound and
heuristic algorithms analyze each cache set individually.
1) Branch-and-Bound Algorithm: Our branch-and-bound
algorithm systematically enumerates all the locking solutions
that are organized to a tree form. Before evaluating the candidate solutions of a branch, branch-and-bound algorithm will
compare the branch with the current best solution, and prune
the branch if it can not produce a better solution than the best
one found so far.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

if |Lock| = A or M = ∅ then
h := {hitTi |Lock};
lat := h×hit_lat+(accessi −h)×miss_lat+|Lock|×lock_lat
;
if lat < min_lat then
opt_sol := Lock;
min_lat := lat;
return;
Let m be the highest frequently accessed block in M;
M := M\m; ;
/* m is not 
locked */
cur_hit := m ∈Mi \M {hitm |Lock};
remain_hit := ComputeHitBound(M, Lock);
lat_bound := (cur_hit + remain_hit) × hit_lat + (accessi −
cur_hit − remain_hit) × miss_lat + |Lock| × lock_lat ;
if lat_bound < min_lat then
search(M, Lock);
/* m is locked */
Lock := Lock
 ∪ m; ;
cur_hit := m ∈Mi \M {hitm |Lock};
remain_hit := ComputeHitBound(M, Lock);
lat_bound := (cur_hit + remain_hit) × hit_lat + (accessi −
cur_hit − remain_hit) × miss_lat + |Lock| × lock_lat ;
if lat_bound < min_lat then
search(M, Lock);

a) Search algorithm: Our branch-and-bound algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 1. Given a set of memory block M
and the current locked list Lock (initially it is empty), the
search function (line 8) in Algorithm 1 returns the set of locked
memory blocks that gives the minimum execution latency. We
sort the memory blocks in a cache set in the descending order
of accesses (line 6). We use miss_lat, hit_lat and lock_lat to
represent the latency of cache miss, cache hit, and locking one
memory block, respectively.
The entire search space can be seen as a binary search tree
as shown in Fig. 2. For each memory block m, we have to
decide whether to lock it or not. Algorithm 1 covers the entire
search space. Fig. 2 shows an example of binary search tree
with five memory blocks. Each level of the tree corresponds
to one memory block. The numbers on the edges represent
locking decisions (i.e., 1 represents locked and 0 represents
unlocked). We obtain a solution when a leaf node is reached
or the entire cache set is locked (line 9). The number of cache
hits is computed based on the cache modeling described in
Section IV and the best solution (the lock list and minimum
execution latency) is kept (lines 13 and 14). The locking
overhead is taken into account when we compute the total
execution latency (lines 11, 21, and 28).
The search function in Algorithm 1 is a recursive function.
It explores the locking decision for one memory block at
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Algorithm 2: Computation of remain_hit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fig. 2. Binary search tree of the branch-and-bound algorithm. There are five
memory blocks in the example and each level corresponds to one memory
block. The numbers on the edge represents locking decisions (i.e., 1 represents
locked and 0 represents unlocked).

every recursion depth. During search, the recursion depth (D)
divides the memory blocks into two categories—the current set
of memory blocks (recursion depth ≤ D) and the remaining
memory blocks for future exploration (recursion depth > D).
At any recursion depth (line 8), M denotes the remaining set
of memory blocks for exploration. Thus, the current set of
memory blocks is Mi \M, where Mi is the set of memory
blocks mapped to the cache set i. We use cur_hit to represent the cache hits of the current set of memory blocks given
the current lock list. cur_hit is computed as follows:

{hitm |Lock}
(4)
cur_hit =
m∈Mi \M

where Lock is the list of locked memory blocks for the current
set of memory blocks (e.g., Lock ⊆ Mi \M).
b) Pruning: To improve the search efficiency, search
function computes the execution latency bound (lat_bound in
lines 21 and 28) at every recursion depth (lines 21 and 28) and
uses it to prune the search space if it is possible. More clearly,
let min_lat be the minimum latency for all the solutions we
have explored. If lat_bound ≥ min_lat, then it is impossible to
find a better solution than the best solution found so far from
the current branch and thus the branch can be safely pruned.
To compute the latency bound, we need to determine the
upper bound of the cache hits for the current set of memory
blocks (Mi \M) and the remaining memory blocks (M), respectively. Let Lock be the list of locked memory blocks among
the remaining memory blocks (Lock ⊆ M), which gives the
minimum execution latency. Clearly, |Lock ∩ Lock | = ∅ and
|Lock ∪ Lock | ≤ A.
Theorem 4: For a memory block m ∈ Mi \M, {hitm |Lock} ≥
{hitm |Lock ∪ Lock }.
/ Lock . Given
Proof: m ∈ Mi \M and Lock ⊆ M, so m ∈
a memory reference m[ j] of memory block m, there are two
cases.
1) m[ j] is a cache miss under the lock list Lock. Then,
according to Theorem 1, m[ j] remains as a cache miss.
2) m[ j] is a cache hit under the lock list Lock. The inclusion property for LRU replacement policy states that
after any series of references, a smaller store always
contains a subset of the blocks in the larger store. After
locking additional |Lock | memory blocks, the number
of available cache blocks in the cache set reduces. Thus,

11
12

Function(ComputeHitBound(M, Lock))
foreach memory block m ∈ M do
benefitm := accessm − {hitm |Lock} ;
Sort M into decreasing
order according to benefitm ;

remain_hit := m∈M {hitm |Lock};
size := 0 ;
foreach memory block m ∈ M do
remain_hit := remain_hit + benefitm ;
if size ≥ A − |Lock| then
break ;
size := size + 1;
return remain_hit ;

m[ j] might be converted to a cache miss under the new
lock list Lock ∪ Lock due to the smaller cache space.
Therefore, for a memory block m in the current set
(m ∈ Mi \M), {hitm |Lock} is the upper bound of the cache
hits of m when exploring the remaining memory blocks.
Subsequently, cur_hit (4) is the upper bound of the total number of cache hits for the current set of memory blocks when
exploring the remaining memory blocks M.
For the remaining memory blocks (M), we use remain_hit
to represent its upper bound of the number of cache hits. This
bound is returned by function ComputeHitBound (Algorithm 2
to be described later). We define Hit as the number of cache
hits for the remaining memory blocks M for this case, then
 


hitm |Lock ∪ Lock . (5)
accessm +
Hit =
m∈Lock

m∈M\Lock

Finding Lock is the exact problem solved by Algorithm 1.
Here, we attempt to derive an upper bound for Hit without
knowing Lock . Following Theorem 4, we have:


{hitm |Lock}
accessm +
Hit ≤
m∈Lock

=



m∈M\Lock

m∈Lock

+





accessm −

{hitm |Lock}

m∈Lock

{hitm |Lock}.

(6)

m∈M

For a memory block m ∈ M, we define benefitm as the
additional number of cache hits achieved by locking m
benefitm = accessm − {hitm |Lock}.
By combining (6) and (7), we have


Hit ≤
benefitm +
{hitm |Lock}.
m∈Lock

(7)

(8)

m∈M

The locked memory blocks list for the remaining memory
blocks |Lock | ≤ A − |Lock|. Let M  ∈ M be the set of top
|A − Lock| memory blocks with the maximum benefit values.
Thus


Hit ≤
benefitm +
{hitm |Lock}.
(9)
m∈M 

m∈M

Algorithm 2 presents the computation details of remain_hit
following (9). However, in the worst case, the complexity of
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Algorithm 3: Heuristic Cache Line Locking Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

foreach set Ci in the cache do
accessi = |Ti | ;
Locki := ∅; flag := TRUE;
cur_hit := {hitTi |Locki };
min_lat := cur_hit × hit_lat + (accessi − cur_hit) × miss_lat;
while flag do
benefit := 0;
foreach m ∈ Mi \Locki do
new_hitm := {hitTi |Locki ∪ {m}};
latm := new_hitm × hit_lat + (accessi −
new_hitm ) × miss_lat + (|Locki | + 1) × lock_lat ;
if (min_lat − latm ) > benefit then
benefit := min_lat − latm ;
selected_block := m;
if benefit > 0 then
Locki := Locki ∪ selected_block;
min_lat := min_lat − benefit;
else
flag := FALSE;
if |Locki | = A then
flag := FALSE;

Algorithm 4: Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for Way Locking

17

cur_sol = ∅ cur_lat = 0 ;
foreach set Ci in the cache do
cur_hit := {hitTi |∅} ;
opt_lat :=
cur_lat + cur_hit × hit_lat + (accessi − cur_hit) × miss_lat ;
opt_sol = ∅ ;
for way ← 1 to |A| do
cur_lat = 0; cur_sol = ∅ ;
foreach set Ci in the cache do
sort Mi based on the number of accesses.;
min_lat = inf ;
< sol, lat > := search(Mi , ∅, way) ;
cur_lat := cur_lat + lat;
cur_sol := cur_sol ∪ sol;
if cur_lat < opt_lat then
opt_lat := cur_lat ;
opt_sol := cur_sol ;
opt_way := way ;

18

function(search(M, Lock, way))

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

19
20
21
22

branch-and-bound algorithm is as high as that of exhaustive
search. Next, we also propose an efficient heuristic approach.
2) Heuristic Approach: Our heuristic is iterative in nature
and exploits the cache locking modeling techniques described
in Section IV. As each cache set can be modeled independently, the iterative algorithm is applied for each cache set
separately. So given a cache set Ci , our goal is to determine
Locki such that the execution latency is minimized.
Initially, we set Locki = ∅ and compute the number of
cache hits in the original cache
cur_hit = {hitTi |∅}.
In each iteration, we go through all the unlocked memory
blocks in the cache set m ∈ Mi \Locki and compute the number
of cache hits and execution latency if m was locked in the
cache
new_hitm = {hitTi |Locki ∪ {m}}
latm = new_hitm × hit_lat + (accessi − new_hitm )
× miss_lat + (|Locki | + 1) × Lock_lat (10)
where accessi is the number of references of cache set Ci .
Let
benefit =

max

m∈Mi \Locki

(min_lat − latm )

where min_lat is the minimum execution latency for the solutions we have explored. If benefit ≤ 0, then locking any of
the remaining memory blocks would worsen the performance
and we will terminate our iterative algorithm. Otherwise, we
choose the memory block m with the maximum benefit. We
break ties arbitrarily. The algorithm also terminates when
|Locki | = A, i.e., we have locked all the cache blocks in
the cache set. Our cache locking algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 3.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

if |Lock| = way or M = ∅ then
compute latency and update the best solution;
return;
M := M\m;;
cur_hit := m ∈Mi \M {hit(m )|Lock};
remain_hit := ComputeHitBound(M, Lock, way);
compute lat_bound;
if lat_bound < min_lat then
search(M, Lock, way);
Lock := Lock
 ∪ m; ;
cur_hit := m ∈Mi \M {hit(m )|Lock};
remain_hit := ComputeHitBound(M, Lock, way);
compute lat_bound;
if lat_bound < min_lat then
search(M, Lock, way);

a) Complexity: Let w the average analysis time of computing the number of cache hits per cache set (2). w depends on
the TRP of the application, cache parameters (e.g., cache size,
associativity), and locked list. The complexity of the heuristic
algorithm is O(w · Ms · A · K), where Ms is the average number
of memory blocks per cache set of the application, A is the
cache associativity, and K is the number of cache sets.
B. Way Locking
In way locking mechanism, a particular number of cache
ways are locked for the entire cache. Thus, all the cache sets
need to be considered together.
1) Branch-and-Bound Algorithm: The branch-and-bound
algorithm for way locking is presented in Algorithm 4.
Initially, it computes the latency without locking any cache
ways (lines 3 and 4). Let way be the number of locked cache
ways. Then, Algorithm 4 walks through all the possible values
for way (1 ≤ way ≤ A) and compares them. For each possible
value for way, it uses branch-and-bound search (search function at line 11) to find the optimal solution (e.g., way number
of memory blocks that gives the minimal latency) for each
cache set. The search function used in Algorithm 4 is similar
to the search function in Algorithm 1 but with a few differences. First, the search function in Algorithm 4 is extended
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Algorithm 5: Heuristic Way Locking Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

cur_sol = ∅ cur_lat = 0 ;
foreach set Ci in the cache do
Locki := ∅ ;
cur_hit := {hitTi |∅} ;
opt_lat :=
opt_lat + cur_hit × hit_lat + (accessi − cur_hit) × miss_lat ;
way := 1; flag := TRUE ;
while flag do
cur_lat := 0; cur_sol := ∅ ;
foreach set Ci in the cache do
min_lat = inf;
foreach m ∈ Mi \Locki do
new_hitm := {hitTi |Locki ∪ {m}};
latm := new_hitm × hit_lat + (accessi −
new_hitm ) × miss_lat + (|Locki | + 1) × lock_lat ;
if (latm < min_lat) then
min_lat := lat_m ;
selected_block := m;
cur_lat := cur_lat + min_lat ;
Lock_i := Locki ∪ selected_block ;
cur_sol := cur_sol ∪ selected_block ;
benefit := opt_lat − cur_lat;
if benefit > 0 then
opt_lat := cur_lat;
opt_sol := cur_sol ;
else
flag := FALSE;
if way = A then
flag := FALSE;
way := way + 1;

with an extra argument way (line 11), the target number of
locked cache ways. The search process will be terminated if
the locked cache lines is equivalent to the target way value.
Second, when the ComputeHitBound function (Algorithm 2)
is called in the search function, only way number of memory blocks can be locked. Finally, Algorithm 4 sums the total
latency for all the cache sets and determines the best way value
(lines 6–17).
2) Heuristic Approach: We also propose an efficient heuristic algorithm for way locking. Our heuristic way locking
algorithm detailed in Algorithm 5 is iterative in nature. For
each iteration, Algorithm 5 selects the memory block with
the minimum latency from the remaining unlocked memory
blocks for each cache set. Then, it sums the total latency for
all the cache sets. Algorithm 5 stops to increase the number of
locked cache ways until either the total latency of the current
iteration (way) is larger than the previous iteration (way − 1)
or the entire cache is locked. Similar to the line locking, the
complexity of the heuristic algorithm is O(w · Ms · A · K).
C. Code Layout
The performance of the cache locking algorithm critically
depends on the code memory layout. In the discussion so far,
we have assumed that we start with the “natural” code layout. However, instruction cache performance can be improved
throughout procedure placement—reordering procedures so
that cache conflicts are reduced [4]. Clearly, procedure placement and cache locking are complementary approaches. In the

experiments, we will evaluate the effects of cache locking, procedure placement, and a combined approach. For procedure
placement, we choose temporal block profile (TBP) [4]—a
state-of-the-art procedure placement technique. In TBP, the
memory block conflicts among procedures are modeled using
temporal relationship (i.e., which procedures and memory
blocks are referenced between two consecutive accesses to
another memory block). Then, the TBP is used along with
the cache configuration and procedure sizes to estimate the
cost/benefit of procedure placement and determine the procedure locations. Compared to previous procedure placement
techniques, TBP achieves higher cache miss improvement
thanks to its accurate modeling [4].
D. Discussion
In this paper, we focus on the static locking where the
locking routine is executed only once at the beginning of
the program and remains unchanged. In the experiments, we
will demonstrate that our static locking achieves substantial improvement for the widely used embedded applications.
However, static locking may not be effective for large programs where a large number of memory blocks compete
for limited cache resource. For these applications, we can
use dynamic cache locking to overcome the cache space
limitation through time multiplexing. More clearly, we can
partition the program into regions based on the program phase
behavior [12], [23] and use our static locking algorithms for
each region. However, for dynamic cache locking, the locking overhead and code layout change due to the insertions of
locking routines have to be taken into account.
We use instruction cache to demonstrate the benefit of cache
locking. Instruction cache is important for embedded systems as instructions are fetched every clock cycle. But our
techniques are equally applicable to data caches. Given the
instruction access trace, our algorithms determine the locked
memory blocks. Similarly, our techniques can be used for data
caches provided with the data access trace. In order to do this,
we can execute the program on the target architecture and
generate the entire memory trace and each memory access is
associated with its type (instruction or data).
VI. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We select benchmarks from MiBench and MediaBench
for evaluation purpose. The benchmarks and their characteristics are shown in Table I. We conduct our experiments
using SimpleScalar framework [35]. We evaluate our techniques with different cache parameters. We vary the cache
size (2, 4, 8, and 16 KB) and cache associativity (1, 2, 4, 8),
but keep the block size constant (32 bytes). The extra code to
fetch and lock memory blocks are inserted at the end of the
program as a trampoline. Thus, it will not affect the original
program layout. As we are modeling the instruction cache, we
assume a simple in-order processor with unit-latency for all the
data memory references. The cache hit latency is 1 cycle and
the cache miss penalty is 100 cycles. We assume 150 cycles
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TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF B ENCHMARKS

Fig. 3.

Performance improvement over cache without locking for various cache configurations.

for locking and unlocking a memory block. The code size of
each program is shown in the last column of Table I.
We generate the instruction trace of each benchmark using
sim-profile, a functional simulator. Given the address trace and
the cache configuration, we can easily create the TRP. We use
multiple different inputs to evaluate our techniques. Table I
gives the trace size of inputs 1 and 2. The TRP size of input
1 for 4 and 8 KB caches are also shown in Table I. For each
cache configuration, its TRP size is significantly more compact
compared to the address trace (KB versus MB or GB). The TRP
size depends on the cache configuration because the number
of cache hits varies for different cache configurations and TRP
only records the cache hits as only cache hits are affected by
locking. The TRP size also depends on the TCS, which might
be different for different cache configurations. We observe that
for the same size cache, most likely the size of TRP increases
with the associativity. For the same size of cache, when the
associativity (the number of cache ways) increases, the number
of cache sets will reduce to keep the cache size constant. Thus,
there are more memory blocks mapped to each cache set for
the highly associative caches. Memory blocks mapped to the
same cache set will conflict with each other. Hence, the TCS
will be more complicated for the highly associative caches.
This explains why TRP size increases with the associativity.
Similar findings have been observed for 2 and 16 KB caches,
which are shown due to space limitation.
We propose two locking mechanisms: 1) line locking
and 2) way locking. For each locking mechanism, we propose two algorithms: a branch-and-bound algorithm and a
heuristic algorithm. In the following, we perform two sets

of experiments to evaluate our technique. First, we present
the performance and power consumption improvement of our
heuristic line locking technique in Section VI-B. Second, we
compare different locking mechanisms, locking algorithms,
code memory layouts, and cache replacement policies in
Section VI-C.
B. Performance Results
We use heuristic line locking as our default locking technique. Here, we first evaluate its performance and energy
consumption improvement. In Section VI-C, we compare line
and way locking mechanisms. For each cache size, we vary
the associativity from 1 to 8. However, for any cache size, the
performance and energy improvement for direct mapped cache
is minimal. This is expected as only one block is available per
cache set and locking that block implies cache misses for all
the remaining memory blocks mapped to the same cache set.
Hence, in the following, we focus on the high associativity
caches (2-, 4-, and 8-way).
1) Performance Improvement: Fig. 3 shows the performance (e.g., cycles) improvement for various cache sizes
(2, 4, and 8 KB). For each cache size, we vary the associativity from 2 to 8. Some benchmarks (e.g., adpcmd, sha, etc.)
do not gain considerable performance improvement because
the absolute cache misses for them are small. Thus, the
improvement in cache misses will not contribute much to
the overall performance improvement. But for the benchmarks
with high number of cache misses (e.g., blowfish, gsm, etc.),
cache locking achieves substantial performance improvement.
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Fig. 4.

Energy consumption improvement over cache without locking for various cache configurations.

Fig. 5.

Evaluations with more than two inputs for Rijndael and Dijkstra.

Overall, we obtain 10% improvement on average for 2 KB
cache, 12% improvement on average for 4 KB cache, and
11% improvement on average for 8 KB cache.
2) Energy Consumption Improvement: Fig. 4 shows the
memory hierarchy energy consumption improvement for various cache sizes (2, 4, and 8 KB). For each cache size, we
vary the associativity from 2 to 8. For different cache configurations, the energy consumed per cache access is different.
We model the energy consumption of different cache configurations using the CACTI [36] model for 0.13 µm technology.
As for the energy consumption of one access to memory, it
is assumed to be 200 times of energy consumption of cache
hit [29]. We obtain 11% improvement on average for 2 KB
cache, 13% improvement on average for 4 KB cache, and
12% improvement on average for 8 KB cache.
3) Large Caches: We also evaluate our techniques using
16 KB cache. On average, we obtain 7% and 9% improvement for performance and energy consumption, respectively.
Compared to smaller caches (2, 4, and 8 KB), the improvement
of large cache (16 KB) is smaller. This is because the number
of cache misses decreases given a larger cache, which means
there are less opportunities for cache locking to improve.
4) Evaluation With Two Inputs: Our locking algorithm has
two phases: 1) profiling and 2) locking phases as described in
Section V. In the profiling phase, it builds the TRP based on
a set of representative inputs. However, in reality, it might be
difficult to identify representative inputs for various programs.
For the above experiments, we use the same input for profiling
and evaluation (input 1 in Table I). Here, we evaluate the our
technique (heuristic) when the profiling and evaluation inputs
are different. More clearly, we build the TRP and determine
the memory blocks to lock using input 1 and then evaluate the
performance improvement using input 2. Overall, we still obtain
high performance improvement. We obtain 10% improvement
on average for 2 KB cache, 11% improvement on average for

4 KB cache, 10% improvement on average for 8 KB cache,
and 6% improvement on average for 16 KB cache.
5) Evaluation With More Than Two Inputs: We also evaluated our technique (heuristic) using more than two input sets.
We use benchmarks Rijndael and Dijkstra as examples. For
each benchmark, we use four different inputs and the inputs
are obtained from the Midatasets [37]. Then, for each input,
we use it as the profiling input and evaluate across all the
four inputs. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The performance
improvement shown in Fig. 5 is the average performance
improvement across all the cache configurations. For benchmarks with predictable behavior like Rijndael, there is very
little variation across different inputs. Thus, for these applications, any input can be a representative input. On the other
hand, for benchmarks with dynamic behavior like Dijkstra, different inputs can lead to different performance improvement.
This is because different inputs may exercise different program
paths. But we still get significant performance improvement
compared to the cache without locking for all test inputs.
Moreover, given a test input, the variation across different
profile inputs is small (except for input 1). Nevertheless, for
such dynamic applications, multiple different input sets should
be chosen carefully to increase the likelihood of covering
all the input-dependent branches and accurately create the
representative inputs. We leave this as future work.
6) Partial Locking Results: Our cache locking is guided by
careful cost-benefit analysis. On one hand, if it is beneficial
to lock one memory block so that its cache misses are converted to cache hits, then our cache locking solution will lock
it. On the other hand, if it is beneficial to keep a cache line
unlocked so that multiple memory blocks can benefit from it,
then our cache locking solution will not lock it. Through judicious cost-benefit analysis, our technique only partially locks
the cache. Table II gives the percentage of cache lines locked
in the cache for different cache configurations. As shown,
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TABLE II
P ERCENTAGE OF L OCKED C ACHE L INES

Fig. 6.

Performance improvement comparison of heuristic line and way locking for different cache associativity.

for all the benchmarks, our cache locking algorithm locks only
a fraction of the cache lines.
For most of the benchmarks and cache configurations, the
percentage of the locked cache lines increases with the associativity for the same size cache. Higher associativity cache
provides more opportunities for cache locking as more TCSs
can fit into it. However, this is not always true (e.g., Bitcnts in
8 KB cache and Mpeg2dec in 2 KB cache). For higher associativity caches, their TCSs tend to be more complex as the
number of cache sets is reduced and there are more memory
blocks mapped to each cache set. When TCSs become complex, locking one memory block may result in cache misses
for other memory blocks. For example, for Mpeg2dec in 2 KB
and 8-way cache, it turns out locking any memory block will
cause negative performance improvement. Thus, our locking
algorithm chooses not to lock for this case.
C. Comparison
1) Line Locking Versus Way Locking: There exist two locking mechanisms: 1) line locking and 2) way locking. In line
locking, different number of cache lines can be locked for
different cache sets. In way locking, same number of cache
lines are locked for all the cache sets. Fig. 6 compares the
performance improvement of line and way locking for the
heuristic algorithms. For different associativity (2-, 4-, and 8way), Fig. 6 computes the average performance improvement
across different size caches (2, 4, and 8 KB). We observe
that for the benchmarks that have different memory behaviors
across cache sets (e.g., Dijkstra, qsort), way locking that forces
all the cache sets lock the same number of cache lines performs
worse than line locking. For the benchmarks that have almost

Fig. 7.
Performance improvement comparison of heuristic and
branch-and-bound line locking algorithms for different cache associativity.

unique memory behaviors across the cache sets (e.g., Rijndael,
gsm), way locking is as good as line locking. For 2-way
caches, line locking improves performance by 8.6% on average
while way locking improves performance by 6.4% on average. For 4-way caches, line locking improves performance by
11.4% on average while way locking improves performance
by 9.5% on average. For 8-way caches, line locking improves
performance by 12% on average while way locking improves
performance by 11% on average.
2) Heuristic Versus Branch-and-Bound: For both line locking and way locking, we propose two algorithms. One is
a branch-and-bound and another is a heuristic. We first
compare the performance improvement of the heuristic and
branch-and-bound algorithms for line locking. Fig. 7 shows
the average performance improvement of 4-way associative
caches across different sizes (2, 4, and 8 KB). As shown,
the heuristic results are very close to the results of branchand-bound algorithm. For 2-way set associative caches, the
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Performance improvement comparison of ours and Anand–Barua techniques.

TABLE III
RUNTIME C OMPARISON

heuristic solution improves the performance by 8.6% on average, while the branch-and-bound algorithms improves it by
8.7% on average. For 4-way associative cache, the heuristic achieves 11.4% performance improvement on average,
while the branch-and-bound algorithm returns 11.5% improvement. As for the runtime of the algorithms, the heuristic is
1–273 times faster than the branch-and-bound algorithm for
low associativity caches (≤4). For 8-way associative cache,
the heuristic returns solutions quite fast (Table III), but the
branch-and-bound algorithm fails to terminate within 10 hours
for some big benchmarks.
Similar to line locking, our heuristic results are very close
to the results of branch-and-bound for way locking. For 2-way
set associative caches, the heuristic solution improves the performance by 6.4% on average, while the branch-and-bound
algorithm improves it by 6.5% on average. For 4-way set associative caches, the heuristic solution improves the performance
by 9.5% on average, while the branch-and-bound algorithm
improves it by 9.9% on average.
3) Comparison With Anand–Barua Method: We compare
our line locking heuristic with Anand–Barua method [3]—a
state-of-the-art technique in the literature targeting cache
locking for the average-case performance improvement.
Anand–Barua method is based on line locking mechanism.
Their proposal is an iterative simulation-based heuristic and
needs feedback from trace-driven simulator in each iteration.
We implement their algorithm and compare against our line
locking heuristic both in terms of performance and efficiency.
In terms of performance improvement, our approach
generally performs better or at least equal compared to
Anand–Barua’s method for every cache configuration. Fig. 8

shows the average performance improvement for 2-, 4-, and
8-way caches. For each way value, the improvement shown
in Fig. 8 is the average performance improvement across all
cache sizes (2, 4, and 8 KB) as both methods do not gain
much for direct mapped caches. As evident from Fig. 8,
our heuristic achieves higher performance improvement than
Anand–Barua’s method across all the benchmarks and cache
configurations. For the benchmarks blowfish and stringsearch,
the improvement over Anand–Barua’s method are about 20%
for some configurations. This is because our cache modeling
is accurate whereas the cache hits/misses are approximated in
Anand–Barua’s work.
Anand–Barua method invokes cache simulation in each iteration. However, cache simulation can be very slow. In addition,
in their technique, the number of simulations required grows
linearly with the total number of locked memory blocks. When
the number of memory blocks locked is not small, simulation based approach may not be feasible. In contrast, we
only need one round of profiling and the subsequent analysis relies only on compact TRPs. The runtime comparison
of our heuristic and Anana-Barua’s method is detailed in
Table III. The time presented is the average runtime across all
the tested cache configurations (2, 4, and 8 KB cache). Our
approach is 155–284 times faster compared to Anand–Barua’s
method.
4) Code Memory Layout: As discussed in Section V-C,
procedure placement and instruction cache locking are complementary approaches and cache performance can benefit
significantly through a combination of these two approaches.
Here, we first compare locking and procedure placement [4]
and then combine them together. For procedure placement,
we choose TBP [4]—a state-of-the-art procedure placement
technique. Procedure placement techniques are effective for
applications with substantial number of procedures. Hence,
we compare cache locking and procedure placement using
large applications Jpeg, Lame, and Mpeg2. Fig. 9 compares
the performance improvement of TBP and cache locking. We
note that procedure placement performs very well for direct
mapped caches, while cache locking achieves very small or
no improvement at all. In general, procedure placement is a
good choice for the low associativity caches (1 or 2), while
locking is more suitable for the higher associativity caches
(2, 4, and 8). This is because higher associativity leads to fewer
cache sets leaving little opportunity for procedure reordering.
In contrast, higher associativity provides more opportunities
for cache locking. We also evaluated a combined locking and
layout optimization. We first perform procedure placement for
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Performance improvement comparison of procedure placement (TBP) and our cache locking. Cache size is 8 K.

Performance improvement with FIFO replacement policy for various cache configurations.

each benchmark. Then, we apply cache locking based on the
new layout. Fig. 9 shows the performance improvement using
this combined strategy (layout + locking). As shown, layout
combined with locking is an effective technique to improve
cache performance.
5) Impact of Replacement Policy: Our TRP based cache
modeling is developed under the assumption that replacement
policy is LRU. Berg and Hagersten [38] observed that different
replacement policies may have little effect on the miss ratio
for most of the applications, but small differences exist. We
evaluate our techniques for other replacement policies as well.
We try replacement policies FIFO. We first obtain the performance without cache locking using FIFO policy. Then, we use
our techniques which employ LRU based TRP cache modeling
to select the memory blocks to lock for each cache set. Finally,
for the modified program (with locking), we obtain the performance using FIFO replacement policy. The performance
improvement with locking (heuristic) over a cache without
locking for FIFO replacement policy is shown in Fig. 10 for
different cache sizes (2, 4, and 8 KB). For each cache size, we
vary the associativity from 1 to 8. We observe that our cache
locking technique is still quite effective for FIFO replacement
policy. Overall, we obtain 9.7% improvement on average for
2 KB cache, 10.7% improvement on average for 4 KB cache,
and 9.0% improvement on average for 8 KB cache.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Cache locking was primarily used for improving timing predictability for hard real-time embedded systems. In this paper,
we argue and demonstrate that cache locking is a quite effective technique to improve the average-case execution time of
general embedded applications. We first propose TRP to model
the cost and benefit of cache locking precisely and efficiently.
Then, we propose two locking algorithms–a branch-and-bound
algorithm and a heuristic algorithm for line and way locking

mechanisms, respectively. Our locking algorithms partially
lock the cache with beneficial memory blocks and leave the
remaining space for other memory blocks to exploit their data
localities. Experiment results indicate that our heuristic locking algorithm can improve the performance by 12% on average
for 4 KB cache. In addition, compared to the state-of-the-art
approach, our heuristic is better both in terms of performance
and efficiency.
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